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Kettle with handle and small bird-shaped whistle in PA.
Magnetic stainless steel bottom.

Alessi catalogue The head of a large and successful family of 
objects designed for us by Graves in the Eighties and Nineties, 
this was the first product by an American designer to be 
included in the Alessi catalogue. It opened the way

9093
MICHAEL GRAVES
designed by 

ALESSI, 1985

Kettle in 18/10 stainless steel with melodic whistle in brass and 
handle in PA, black.

This kettle was our first designer kettle, heralding a new season 
of kettle ideas for ourselves as well as many other kettle 
manufacturers. The true heart of this design is the brass whistle 
whose pipes sing two notes, mi and si, when the steam blows 
through them, giving a particularly attractive melody. Sapper 
wanted to avoid giving the kettles whistle the usual irksome 
sound of the other kettles on the market. And this purely musical 
requirement led to what I think can be described as Alessis first 
multi-sensorial design.

9091
RICHARD SAPPER
designed by 

ALESSI, 1983
for for 

Kettle in 18/10 stainless steel.

IL CONICO
ALDO ROSSI
designed by 

ALESSI, 1986
for 

Cutlery set

After their “Mao-Mao” tray and “E-Li-Li” coffee cups and vases 
(2005), Massimiliano and Doriana Fuksas have artfully addressed 
the theme of the tabletop as a whole with a complete service 
of porcelain dinnerware, along with glassware and cutlery, 
bringing an incisively contemporary twist to the classic ritual of 
dining.

Table set

With the porcelain and glassware presentation, Doriana 
and Massimiliano Fuksas have completed the “Colombina  
collection”, a table set that not only stands out for its aesthetic 
quality but offers a refined and ambitious innovation for 
current dining services practices with the historic and ritualistic 
evocations.

COLOMBINA COLLECTION
MASSIMILIANO AND DORIANA FUKSAS
designed by 

ALESSI, 2007
for 

Wooden frame, seat and backrest in polyurethane foam of 
differentiated densities.

It  finds an useful application in the contract field, for hotels, 
spa, public spaces and waiting areas but also for private use.

MR. NILSSON
DUILIO FORTE
designed by 

ANTIDIVA, 2001
for 

Seating collection for waiting rooms made up of 2 or 3 
connected seats: several versions available (w/o backrest, w/o 
armrests) and complete with small tables.
Seat with heartwood staves, optional insertion of a single 
cushion or covered lath cushions.
Frame in black or grey coated or chromed metal.
Little tables in polished multi-layered wood or coated mdf.
All recyclable material

BENCH
ALALDA.COM_DESIGN
designed by 

ARREDISPD, 2005
for 

Fixed visitor and waiting room seating collection complete with 
small tables.
Seat and backrest  with two sides in polished or lacquered 
wood; with cushions or completely upholstered and covered.
Frame in black, white or grey metal or in chromed metal
All recyclable material

WAVE
ALALDA.COM_DESIGN
designed by 

ARREDISPD, 2004
for 

Eterea, ‘EA’ is born with the meant one to symbolise the not 
tactile one, the game with the trasparency and the light, it 
wants to characterise an intermediate space, between inside 
and outside. Thought for spaces to the open or the closed 
one, it is expressed better in you do not space, those of 
intermediation between inside and outside.
Realized in steel, steel pierced and covered in branch. 
Adapted to the collective functions of attended rest and pause, 
directional of representation, in expositive space.

‘EA’
LUCA MAZZOTTI 
designed by 

L_M. ARCHITETTURA , 2007
for 

Relax seat

Upholstered cushions fillled with rollofil e polystyrene.

Comfortable and relaxing pallet. Its cords are detachable and 
sectional to unable the user to create new seatting solution.

MICAMA
FRANCESCA DONATI
designed by 

ANTIDIVA, 2002
for 

Wooden frame, seat cushions in polyurethane foam.

Thanks to  it’s shape is a sofa for a classic-comntemporary living 
room.
It is possible to make this products on special sizes and can be 
made following the most important fire regulations.

TOP CLASS
DOMENICO DE PALO
designed by 

ANTIDIVA, 2002
for 

Fixed executive seating, operative and visitor chairs collection 
w/o armrests characterized by a particular metallic, structural 
element.
Certified EN 1335 with lumbar support.
The backrests are large or middle-sized, upholstered and 
covered, with rear part in scratch resistant PP.
The armrest are height adjustable; the swivel or fixed  bases are 
in black, grey coated or chromed metal or in nylon.
Wheels in rubber for hard floors or parquetry or with stiff tread 
for carpet.
All recyclable material.

ESSEZEROQUATTRO
ALALDA.COM_DESIGN
designed by 

ARREDISPD, 2004
for 

Citrus-squeezer in aluminium casting. Feet in PA.
Alessi catalogue One of the first projects by Starck for Alessi, 
devised in the second half of the 1980s (with the Walter Wayle 
II wall clock, the Hot Bertaa kettle and the large Max le Chinois 
colander). An excellent example of Alessis role as artistic 
mediator in the most turbulent areas of creative potential 
(this was his response to our precise breifing for a stainless 
steel tray). It remains unparalleled in its ability to generate 
discussions about its meaning and design, partly because 
of its unconventional use of what semiologists refer to as the 
decorative veil which, even though generally in a less overt 
manner, is inexorably destined to cover all objects created by 
man. To fully understand the true meaning of its existence, it is 
possibly necessary to refer to the theories of Leroy-Gourham, 
who considers the notion of functional approximation to be 
fundamental. This notion suggests that there is always a certain 
degree of freedom in interpreting relationships between Form 
and Function.

JUICY SALIF
PHILIPPE STARCK
designed by 

ALESSI, 1990
for 



Table lamp with direct and diffused light emission; using 
innovative low energy LED light source to provide a warm, 
intense light. Two articulations connect the stem to the base 
and the head which allow the stem to be tilted from 0° to 90° 
and the head to be rotated 180°. Painted zamak base, painted 
metal stem, painted metal and polycarbonate head, satin 
transparent polycarbonate diffuser.
Colours: black or white.

IT IS
NAOTO FUKASAWA
designed by 

ARTEMIDE, 2006

Floor lamp. A steel panel screens and releases a soft indirect 
light upwards together with a
diffused light along the vertical aperture of the lamp. 
Combination of halogen light
sources, for indirect and diffused emission, with separate 
switching. Painted steel body
lamp, with cover-base in painted inox-steel.
Colours: black/white or white/white.

CADMO
KARIM RASHID
designed by 

ARTEMIDE, 2006
for for 

The sinuous plastic line of the lamp unit envelops and masks the 
light source inside it,
emitting a soft beam of light upwards. Body lamp in painted 
white, silver die-cast aluminium or chromed opaque or 
polished. Indirect light emission.
Colours: white, silver die-cast aluminium, chromed opaque or 
polished.

MESMERI PARETE
ERIC SOLÉ
designed by 

ARTEMIDE, 2005
for 

Suspension lamp.
Structure in polished aluminium with mirror finish, thermoplastic 
resin diffuser, translucent film mirror finish. The lamp has three 
systems of light diffusion that can be managed separately: the 
first one is composed by fluorescent RGB tubes placed inside 
the gap of the cylindrical diffuser, the other two are composed 
by halogen sources for the direct and indirect emission. 
Depending on the used systems there are three available 
versions: Tian xia metamorfosi (halo+fluo): metamorfosi system 
for diffused and direct emission and halogen source for indirect 
emission.
Tian xia 2: metamorfosi system for diffused emission with 
halogen sources for direct and indirect emission. 
The light performances are managed by an electronic control 
and by an infrared remote control.
Colour: polished aluminium.

TIAN XIA
CARLOTTA DE BEVILACQUA
designed by 

ARTEMIDE, 2003
for 

This creation has been inspired by Deco Art of the 1930s. 
The writing desk is made of valuable  kinds of wood and other 
precious elements such as  parchment, silver-plated handles 
and fabergé finishing.
It is designed for a refined public.

PLACE VENDOME ART.9041
INHOUSE DESIGN DEPARTMENT
designed by 

ASSI D’ASOLO, 2007
for 

The Aura ceiling lamp is composed of coloured double layered, 
hand twisted glass pendants. The glasses are hand-made using 
the traditional techniques of Murano masters and are available 
in white, red, black, orange, tea and “rigadin” crystal. Each 
twisted glass piece is unique!    
In addition to the ceiling lamp, the Aura collection comprises 
hanging lamps, wall lamps and spotlights. 

AURA – CEILING LAMP

MANUEL VIVIAN
designed by 

AXO LIGHT, 2003
for 

The Glitter ceiling lamp is made of a series of semi-reflecting 
mirrored glass pieces joined together by a flat steel hook to 
form chains, applied to a stainless steel plate. The length and 
number of chains vary according to need and use. 
In addition to the ceiling lamp, the Glitter collection includes 
wall lamps and suspensions in different sizes and with different 
chain lengths.

GLITTER – CEILING LAMP
MAMMINI & CANDIDO
designed by 

AXO LIGHT, 2007
for 

The model Scaligera is pure architecture, it’s a study of forms 
and materials. Made for furnishing, but also for containing, its 
structure is a union of doors and drawers, upper part and trays; 
synthesis of solid wood and glass. Finishing in light or stained 
ash wood.

Materials: wood, glass
Measures: cm. 162 x 47 x h. 140

SCALIGERA – ART.452.1

FRANCO POLI
designed by 

BERNINI, 1979
for 

Square table with extensions: thanks to a  hidden device, the 
table turns into an octagonal-shaped element. When extended, 
it can easily have up to 8 seats. 
It suits any kind of setting.

OTTO DIX ART.9221-OGN
INHOUSE DESIGN DEPARTMENT
designed by 

ASSI D’ASOLO, 2007
for 

Elegant deco-styled bookcase matching with the writing desk 
(Art.9041). 
Simple line, precious details and functional  design feature this 
product. 
It easily suits classical and modern setting.

PLACE VENDOME ART.9057-B
ARCH. DAVIDE MARANGONI
designed by 

ASSI D’ASOLO, 2007
for 

The Blum suspension is composed of blown glass vases and 
chrome metal parts.
It is available in 31-bulb, 19-bulb or single-bulb versions and 
glasses can be supplied with crystal or chrome plated finishings. 

BLUM – 19 LIGHTS SUSPENSION

MARCELLO FURLAN
designed by 

AXO LIGHT, 2006
for 

Suspension lamp. Grey painted flexible steel tube structure, 
covered with a natural platinic silicone sheath (anti- 
ellowing); ceiling rose and diffuser are made of transparent 
polycarbonate with rubber-effect coat; transparent lens; 
internal reflector made of specular aluminium with random 
perforations; painted steel base. Adjustable direct and diffused 
light emission.
Colour: white.

PIPE SOSPENSIONE
HERZOG & DE MEURON
designed by 

ARTEMIDE, 2002
for 



The Diva chair advances fashion trends using avant –garde 
design and innovative materials as hirec. The strange and 
wrapping  structure make such item fashionable and the seats 
comfort is a guarantuee of success everywhere.

DIVA
H.GIESLER
designed by 

COLICO DESIGN, 2006

Dormeuse, structure in light or stained ash wood.
The seatings of Serie 0+1 are simple and narrow figures with a 
vaguely minimal look.

Materials: solid ash wood
Measures: cm. 185 x 50 x h. 48

SERIE 0+1 – ART.423

FRANCO POLI
designed by 

BERNINI, 2002
for for 

Hop/ss  is  a stool with a swivel frame in chrome-plated steel 
adjustable in height. It is available in different colours and also 
in damask version. Elegant and refined , it is suitable for modern 
and elegant  kitchens and also for trendy lounge bar.

HOP/SS
H.GIESLER
designed by 

COLICO DESIGN, 2006
for 

Bookcase
Metallic square section pipe varnished red, 
rust brown or blue night

cm 80x48x180h

H&H
PAOLO RIZZATTO
designed by 

DANESE, 2007
for 

coat stand

Hook and legs in transparent polycarbonate, steel staff in three 
versions: chrome,  painted white, painted red.
 
ø max cm 55x175h

HUMPHREY
PAOLO RIZZATTO
designed by 

DANESE, 2001
for 

Multipurpose transportable storage unit with wheels
painted sheet metal structure
Colour: textured white, textured night blue, rust brown, red
 
cm 32x40x46h

SMITH
JONATHAN OLIVARES
designed by 

DANESE, 2007
for 

Executive series Vertigo includes tables with a structure realised 
with extruded aluminium and chromed connection joints.
The worktops are available in white or red bright laminated 
finishes, maple or walnut melamine and white or black rear 
lacquered glass. 
This range includes: desks, meeting tables, service units and 
pedestals, “boiserie”, bookcases and storage units. 
Bookcase with latch doors works together to improve the 
functionality in the executive environment.
Service elements equipped with wheels and modular 
storage units, make possible the creation of the most varied 
compositions. The polished white laminate finish matches with 
the black lacquered glass of the table top.
Elegance of black rear lacquered glass makes “Vertigo” a 
personalizing and in the van office program with more modern 
materials and colours. Vertigo is a collection of desks, tables 
and storage units with high tech contents.

VERTIGO
ANTONIO MORELLO
designed by 

DELLA VALENTINA OFFICE , 2007
for 

Eterea, ‘EA’ is born with the meant one to symbolise the not 
tactile one, the game with the trasparency and the light, it 
wants to characterise an intermediate space, between inside 
and outside. Thought for spaces to the open or the closed 
one, it is expressed better in you do not space, those of 
intermediation between inside and outside.
Realized in steel, steel pierced and covered in branch. 
Adapted to the collective functions of attended rest and pause, 
directional of representation, in expositive space.

ALLEGRA TEAK
ARCH. PELLEGRI
designed by 

EFFEBIQUATTRO, 2006
for 

Sculpture lamp
diffuser body varnished, metal structure with aluminium opticals
wall washer emission
 
cm 21x62x202h
2x80W (G5) FD + 36W (2G10) FSS

DULCINEA
MIMMO PALADINO
designed by 

DANESE, 2007
for 

Table lamp

painted plate shade and stem
colour: glossy-black, sand, white, red
 
direct and indirect light emission
Leti 31: cm 31x21,5x42h
max 150W (E27) IAA/C
20W (E27) FBG
max 150W (E27) HSG

Leti: cm23x15,5x32h 
max 60W (E14) IBP/M

LETI
MATTEO RAGNI
designed by 

DANESE, 2007
for 

Entity operative line is distinguished by its particular essentiality 
and simplicity. Updated in the basic concepts for working in 
office, it is extremely functional in the shared workstations.
The aluminium central bar is prearranged for application 
of screen, flipping doors for cables management and 
multipurpose accessories.

Eimu 2006, the International Exhibition of Office Furniture 
in Milan from 05th to 10th of April, awarded, within the 
competition Wellness@Work on the category Integration new 
technologies/function, the ENTITY (NTT) operative line of Della 
Valentina Office designed by Antonio Morello.

Grandesign-designEtico International Award 2008.

ENTITY
ANTONIO MORELLO
designed by 

DELLA VALENTINA OFFICE, 2007
for 

The mirror Retro’ combines the materials avant-garde with a 
retro’ taste, as says the same name. The sober and romantic 
design and the possibility to choose between two dimensions, 
make this mirror suitable for home furnishing but also for 
elegant show-rooms, particularly in the modular version. It is 
available in clear, glossy red  and glossy black colours.

RETRO’
WALTER COLICO
designed by 

COLICO DESIGN, 2006
for 



This collection is chacarterised by the reversibile door, the 
invisibile and pivots, the telescopic structure in TE&CO and by 
special shock and dust proof gaskets.
The soundproof requisite, which corresponds to an acoustic fall 
of 28DB, certainly qualifies this collection as of high quality.
‘Real Wood’ certified door, with the guaranteed use of 
authentic raw materials, it does not suffer structural alterations 
during the production process.  

EVOLUCE WENGE’
ARCH. PELLEGRI
designed by 

EFFEBIQUATTRO, 1995
for 

THEO - DORA
MASSIMO SCOLARI
designed by 

GIORGETTI, 2007
for 

ROYAL
ANTONELLO MOSCA 
designed by 

GIORGETTI, 2007
for 

SCRIPTOR - SELECTUS
LÉON KRIER 
designed by 

GIORGETTI, 2004
for 

Special cushions with stitching, very strong beech wood.

SELECTUS - A series of executive writing desk available in the 
following versions: all in maple chest of drawers and cone in 
maple / top in saddle leather chest of drawers in maple / top 
and cone in saddle leather all in ebony Macassar chest of 
drawers an cone in ebony Macassar / top in saddle leather 
chest of drawers in ebony Macassar / top and cone in saddle 
leather

SCRIPTOR SIDE WORKTOP - Side worktop for Scriptor desk with 
extra-light frosted and tempered crystal glass tops.
Cylindrical chest of drawers with independent, 180° aperture, 
in curved multilayer wood available in maple wood or in the 
polished ebony macassar version, with internal drawers in 
maple wood.

Swivel wing chair with fixed and tilting mechanism, adjustable 
seat height. Fabric or leather upholstery. Dimension: 71 x 76 cm 
x h 105/115 cm.

Arturo is a precious piece of furniture: ebony, maple and crystal. 
Its versatility characterises its function and beauty puts the seal on 
its elegance.
Door handles in moulded varnished brass.
Four led light the inside of the structure, a sensor activates light 
automatically when doors are opened.
Adjustable feet in moulded transparent crystal glass with 
varnished brass tips. An internal kit in polished, natural matt 
maple wood allows configuration of the furniture according to 
the use it is required for.
Hidden runner guides with Silent System. 
Wooden shelves veneered in natural polished matt maple wood 
or in extra-light frosted crystal glass and matt threads with shelf 
brackets in metal chrome.
Extractable shelf in layered tailpiece ALUCOMPACT and front side 
in solid maple wood and maple wood veneer, natural polished 
matt.
Extractable coat hanger in dull metal chrome and mirror.
Structure dimension: 140 x 54 cm x h 171 cm

THEO - Table with top in multilayer poplar wood and black or 
white epoxy resin with inserts in solid Pau Ferro. Brilliant or matt 
polished.
Legs in thick blown glass in black with upper tip in multilayer 
wood covered in metal with dull chrome finishing.
Available in two shapes and dimension:
irregular: 280 x 172 cm x h 73 cm
round: Ø 160 cm x h 73 cm

DORA - Dining chair and armchair with legs in solid polished 
beech wood and seat in multilayer beech wood. Filling in 
multi-density polyurethane foam. Backrest structure in curved 
aluminium. Leather covering available in various colours with 
the possibility of having matching piping for the backrest, in 
various shades.
Dimension:
chair 46x58 cm x h 94 cm 
armchair 55 x 58 cm x h 94 cm

A conversation area with many possible solutions. Couch, two 
dimensional pouf, furniture which can be used as a shelf, a centre 
table or as a corner piece, trays in marble: all new and important 
elements. Sofa with totally removable covers with rectangular or 
square armrests, padded or in polished Italian walnut, which can be 
hooked onto the seating. Structure of the seat and backrest in solid 
beech wood. Cushion filling and backrest with feather insert are in 
multi-density, non-deformable polyurethane foam, covered in fibre. 
The backrest cushion has a capitonné effect with the innovative plus of 
having completely removable covers. 

Dimension:
sofa structure : 176 x 101 cm x h 82 cm
rectangular padded armrest 42 x 101 cm x h 52 cm
square padded armrest/pouf  101 x 101 cm x h 52 cm
rectangular armrest in walnut  42 x 100,5 cm x h 46 cm
square armrest/small table in walnut  100,5 x 100,5 cm x h 46 cm

MARGHERITA
INHOUSE DESIGN DEPARTMENT
designed by 

GRADI SALOTTI
for 

It is manufacture with an accurate choice of natural materials, 
such as wood and natural leathers; it has a unique design, 
highlighted by a modern and eccentric shape of its arm which 
melts with the arm, completing each other.

ARCA
INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO
designed by 

INTERLINE TRADING, 2006
for 

it is manufactured with an accurate choice of natural materials; 
such as wood and natural leathers; its main characteristics can 
be immediately visible: elegance, essential lines; the simplicity 
of its arm and back lines are a lot remarkable. Among all other 
versions produced, it is also convertible into a very comfortable 
bed, which can be used, if necessary, every day.

TIME
INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO
designed by 

INTERLINE TRADING, 2004
for 

Sofa suite composed of 3 seat sofa maxi 1 arm RHF 190 cm + 
Chaise Longue LHF 160X99 cm, upholstered in C cat. Vogue 
leather, 3111 cream col. with solid wood feet 4 cm high 
available in different finishes.
Structure is in wooden covered with crushed-proof  
polyurethane foam. Arm, seat and back cushion padding is in 
ecological crush-proof polyurethane foam of various density 
with a layer of polyester. Covering is available in Leather, fabric, 
Alcantara or Micro-fibre.

Sofa-bed equipped with orthopaedic, electro-welded mesh 
with spring mattress (14 cm thick), upholstered in quilted cotton. 

Mattress measures: - Width 3 seater 140 cm; 2 seater maxi 120 
cm; 2 seater 100 cm; - Length: 195 cm  - Overall dimensions: 
208 cm Height 85 cm; Depth 99 cm. - Seat Height: 46 cm; Seat 
depth: 60 cm.

BELLOTTO
LA METEORA DESIGN DEPARTMENT
designed by 

LA METEORA
for 

Classical suite mate with strong beech wood and cover with 
soft finest upholstery.

CAMILLA
INHOUSE DESIGN DEPARTMENT
designed by 

GRADI SALOTTI
for 

Elegant fraim, sofisticated style.

CAMBRIDGE
INHOUSE DESIGN DEPARTMENT
designed by 

GRADI SALOTTI
for 

it is manufactured with an accurate choice of natural 
materials; such as wood and natural leathers; very modern and 
up-to-date in its line, it has a wide range of versions, giving the 
opportuntiy to add or take off any piece out of the sectional, 
according both to the space availability and to the happening, 
as upholstered also on the sides. Its arm is also an important 
peculiarity, as it seems to be suspended, but, indeed, it is 
supported by a special steel tube, created just for this purpose.

GIONA
INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO
designed by 

INTERLINE TRADING, 2007
for 

ARTURO
MASSIMO SCOLARI 
designed by 

GIORGETTI, 2007
for 



Sofa suite composed of 2 seat sofa maxi 1 arm LHF 170 cm 
+ Terminal corner RHF 195X90 cm, upholstered in C cat. 
Millepunti leather, ML01 white col. with polish chrome base 13 
cm high. Optional scatter cushions C04 in Kenya fabric, F965/62 
grey colour.

Structure is in wooden fitted with varied elastic webbing 
suspension, covered with crushed-proof  polyurethane foam. 
Seat and back cushion padding is in ecological crush-proof 
polyurethane foam of various density with a layer of polyester. 

Height 76 cm; Depth 90 cm. - Seat height 41 cm; Seat depth 
57 cm.

ELGAR MODEL
LA METEORA DESIGN DEPARTMENT
designed by 

LA METEORA

3 seat sofa 240 cm, upholstered in E cat. Glamour leather, 
NG12 shiny red lightening colour with polish chrome feet 13,5 
cm high. 

Structure is in wooden fitted with varied elastic webbing 
suspension, covered with crushed-proof  polyurethane foam. 
Seat and back cushion padding is in ecological crush-proof 
polyurethane foam of various density with a layer of polyester. 

Height 89 cm; Depth 96 cm. - Seat height 45 cm; Seat depth 
58 cm.

CANALETTO MODEL
LA METEORA DESIGN DEPARTMENT
designed by 

LA METEORA
for for 

The coach hide armchairs Aretè, designed by Franco Poli, are 
proposed in two versions: they are suitable for working and 
waiting areas (AR10 model) as well as for domestic spaces 
(AR01 model).
The “technical–aesthetical” concept applied to the coach hide 
of the ARETE’ is patented and offers the opportunity of turning 
the two-dimensional feature of the leather surface into three-
dimensional shapes without the need of any seams. 

ARETÈ
FRANCO POLI  
designed by 

MATTEOGRASSI, 2007
for 

The Must office system, designed by Rodolfo Dordoni, features a 
subtle elegance, thanks to its clean-cut lines and to the choice 
of natural materials such as coach hide and soft leather that 
cover products’ tops and bases.
The project includes modular writing desks, tables and 
conference tables of various dimensions with glass or coach 
hide covered tops. The writing desks can be provided also with 
a rotating side unit coach hide covered equipped with CPU 
holder.

MUST COLLECTION
RODOLFO DORDONI
designed by 

MATTEOGRASSI, 2006
for 

The Zip Couch sofa, designed by Rodolfo Dordoni, is proposed 
as a  2, 3 and 4 seater sofa and as a modular sofa upholstered 
and covered with soft leather or ‘cuoietto’. The frame is made 
of wood and epoxy painted steel. The base is in epoxy painted 
stainless steel. The zip can be clear nickel-plated or black 
coloured. The feet are in plastic material.

ZIP-COUCH 
RODOLFO DORDONI
designed by 

MATTEOGRASSI, 2006
for 

Low-voltage series. Chrome-plated metal structure with 
adjustable arm opening. Diffusers may also be added.

FONTANA
ORAZIO SPADA
designed by 

METALSPOT, 2001
for 

Low-voltage series. Structure in chrome-plated metal with 
graduable ring-span- Adjustable cable length.

ZERO 
ORAZIO SPADA – SATOSHI ASAMI
designed by 

METALSPOT, 2006
for 

GRU collection with diffused lighting. Base in turned iron with a 
natural steel finish, tubular structure adjustable in height and 
280-degree turning radius, with finishes velvety to the touch 
in orange, white, black colour and in galvanised chrome. 
Lampshade in white, pattern, orange and black weaved fabric.

GRU
MARCO PAGNONCELLI
designed by 

MINITALLUX 
for 

Wave is a collection of cabinets, designed by Gordon 
Guillaumier, that elaborates an aesthetic concept of stripes and 
waves in coach hide covering MDF boxes. The shape of these 
waves, serving as handles, gives softness and sinuousness to the 
surface of each cabinet.
The quality of Matteograssi craftsmanship underlines the 
features of these objects highlighting the thickness of coach 
hide and the precision of the border given by each single cut.

WAVE
GORDON GUILLAUMIER 
designed by 

MATTEOGRASSI, 2006
for 

Mains-voltage series. Nickel-plated copper structure. 
Stainless steel rosette.

KAOS
SWORD
designed by 

METALSPOT, 2003
for 

Low-voltage series. Chrome-plated metal structure.

MUSE
SATOSHI ASAMI
designed by 

METALSPOT, 2005
for 

The coach hide armchair LOOM, designed by Franco Poli, is 
proof of how a two-dimensional surface like a piece of coach 
hide, with holes in the right places, can take on the shape 
of a niche or a three-dimensional recessed area with many 
ergonomic properties normally associated with fabric, such 
as coolness and breathability, adaptation to the human body, 
controlled elasticity and – last but not least – transparency. 

LOOM
FRANCO POLI  
designed by 

MATTEOGRASSI, 2006
for 



Wall lamp made in metal with diffused lighting, hand-lined with 
silver, gold, copper leaf. Decoration in rusted iron.

PIASTRA
MARCO PAGNONCELLI
designed by 

MINITALLUX

Suspension lamps and ceiling lamps with diffused lighting, 
made with wires of chromed metal. White, black and multi-
colour glass paste. Crystal-cut and polished glass with irregular 
shapes featuring a transparent and amber effect.

NULLASIBUTTA
MARCO PAGNONCELLI
designed by 

MINITALLUX
for for 

This chest of drawers has six large drawers and the surfaces 
are characterized by veins of the wood, which make the piece 
unique. The simplicity of its forms makes this piece of furniture 
suitable for any ambience. 

Size: L 161 W 57 H 79 cm 

‘900 SCACCHI CHEST 
MORELATO TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT
designed by 

MORELATO, 1990
for 

This armchair is made of maple wood and is here presented in 
the natural transparent finish. Its round forms and back as well 
as the upholstered seat make the chair extremely comfortable.

Size: L 60 W 50 H 70 cm 

CARTESIA ARMCHAIR 
FRANCO POLI
designed by 

MORELATO, 2003
for 

This bed with its smooth day-bed forms is inspired by the Louis 
Philip period The  single bed is supplied with slats made of 
beech has a comfortable back so that it can be used as a sofa 
as well. It is here presented in the cherry finish. 

Size: L 98 W 227 H 91 cm 

LOUIS PHILIP BED 
MORELATO TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT 
designed by 

MORELATO, 1978
for 

It represents the minimal par excellence.
Its structure smoothly blends together aesthetics and 
functionality. Pacio Bed plays with its staves, thus creating a 
dynamic effect.
The modular, the linear and the simple are its main features.

Technical Details: structure in solid wood (evaporated beech); 
bars in satin-finished steel. Available in a variety of finishes.

Size: H24 Cm L184 Cm W220 Cm

PACIO BED 
FERNANDO BACCIO, FABIO PACINI
designed by 

NOVO DESIGN, 2007
for 

Systematica is a patented system of aluminium profiles and 
components that makes it possible to interpret the kitchen 
environment in a creative way, as it allows the fitting of kitchens 
in various solutions: wall-to-wall, as an island, floor-to-wall 
or floor-to ceiling. Systematica can be used with all OIKOS’ 
product lines.

SYSTEMATICA
DANIELE LOMBARDI
designed by 

OIKOS, 2004
for 

With its contemporary architecture, the Touch line by Oikos  
interprets the most advanced vision of the kitchen environment, 
marked by understatement and absence of any excess. 
This kitchen has been thought as a large living space where 
volumes and high class materials (matt or glossy lacquers, 
veneers, lacquered crystals) interact with rational  harmony.

TOUCH
MASSIMO COLOMBO
designed by 

OIKOS, 2007
for 

This table is made of maple and walnut wood and is here 
presented in the natural finish. The model is characterized 
by two perpendicular base supports, a glass top placed in a 
wooden frame made of precious wood  and the table has an 
extra shelf underneath the top. 

Size: L 220 W.90 H 73 cm 

CARTESIA TABLE 
FRANCO POLI
designed by 

MORELATO, 2003
for 

Extremely dynamic in its alternation between full and void 
spaces.
The different colours of its parts are the striking demonstration of 
its multi-functionality. The essential meets the useful.

Technical Details: Structure in blockboard with beech, oak or 
pre-compound veneer; feet in satin-finished steel.
Available in a variety of finishes.

Size: H70 Cm L216 Cm W54 Cm

NEDO SIDEBOARD
FERNANDO BACCIO, FABIO PACINI
designed by 

NOVO DESIGN, 2007
for 

The Raffaello line by OIKOS brings back the traditional kitchen 
style  to create warm and cosy settings. The classic linearity of 
this collection can be enriched through elements of distinction 
such us mouldings, plate and wine racks, decorative pillars and 
capitals, masonry hoods and rattan components. Available with 
fronts in solid cherrywood or plain and antique matt lacquers.

RAFFAELLO
MAURO TAMBURINI 
designed by 

OIKOS, 2005
for 

This wardrobe made of cherry wood has six doors with an 
exclusive veneer pattern and is supplied with 6 adjustable 
shelves and an internal chest with three drawers. The internal 
disposition has been developed to organize the internal space 
efficiently. Also available with 5-4-3- or 2 doors. 

Size: L 309 W 59 H 264 cm

‘900 WARDROBE 
MORELATO TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT 
designed by 

MORELATO, 1980
for 



Hand tufted rug for indoors and outdoors. Traditional hand-
tufting techniques are applied to create this high performance 
rug. On a base of synthetic material, a flat Rope braid is tufted 
at different heights to obtain a two-level bouclé effect. The 
graphic effect contrasted with the softness of the surface, 
makes this rug not only suited to aquatic environments but also 
equally desirable for any room in the home.

AIR
PAOLA LENTI
designed by 

PAOLA LENTI , 2003
for 

Sofas, armchairs, platforms, chairs and side tables  make 
Frame a complete and flexible collection for the indoors and 
the outdoors. Each modular element is composed of several 
aluminium sections, upholstered and joined together in multiple 
variations. Frame can be upholstered both in Rope and in 
Aquatech, high performance Paola Lenti’s signature materials 
conceived for outdoors applications. Cushions and pillows are 
available in coordinated fabrics and colours.

FRAME
FRANCESCO ROTA
designed by 

PAOLA LENTI, 2006
for 

Island is a modular sofa for the exterior. Bringing the comfort of 
the indoors out into sun, Island offers a variety of compositions 
and possibilities. Its contemporary style allows for the design 
of unprecedented outdoor living spaces. Structure made of 
cataphoresis-treated steel and polyester varnish with stainless 
steel ASI 316 legs and upholstered in Paola Lenti’s signature 
Rope fabric. Cushions and pillows are available in fabrics and 
colours coordinated with the upholstery fabric.

ISLAND
FRANCESCO ROTA
designed by 

PAOLA LENTI , 2003
for 

Wave is a chaise longue  for the outdoors adjustable in three 
different positions. The structure is made of cataphoresis-
treated steel with polyester varnish and is covered with Rope, 
Paola Lenti’s signature material, directly hand woven onto the 
structure. 
The traditional hand weaving technique applied to a high 
tech material creates a seating piece that is both familiar and 
contemporary. 

WAVE
FRANCESCO ROTA
designed by 

PAOLA LENTI, 2003
for 

Relaxing rocking chair that can be transformed in a fixed 
small armchair. A simple automatic movement allows a small 
pedestal to change the type of sitting. Gongolo is offered in 
a multilayer of birch wood covered by aluminium or in walnut 
wood but the versatility of this product is getting us to have 
solutions in different materials and varnishes.

GONGOLO
FRANCO POLI
designed by 

SEAGULL, 2007
for 

American cherry-wood desk. The tip-up writing area is 
completed by five drawers, three open glove compartments, 
two hidden ones and a pencil holder in ebony. Macassar ebony 
feet and edges.

ARDEA
LUIGI DI VITO
designed by 

SISTEMA, 2007
for 

Soft Drink is a very peculiar type of bookcase because of 
its front profile and because of the four different modules 
that compose it, making it possible to have an endless 
arrangement. Soft Drink is offered in a multilayer of birch 
wood covered by aluminium or in walnut wood but the 
versatility of this product is getting us to have solutions in 
different materials and varnishes.

SOFT DRINK
FRANCO POLI
designed by 

SEAGULL, 2007
for 

American cherry-wood table with board in the same wood or in 
ebony. Structural nailing down in wood.

ELLADE
LUIGI DI VITO
designed by 

SISTEMA, 2007
for 

This rug is produced in Aquatech with the technique of hand 
tufting. Straw like  Aquatech, is a Paola Lenti’s signature yarn 
conceived specifically for the outdoors. The dense and regular 
bouclé knots that distinguish this rug, provide softness and 
thickness and also an interesting and original graphic regularity. 

SEVAN
PAOLA LENTI
designed by 

PAOLA LENTI, 2007
for 

Series composed of lounge chair, chaise longue and pouf 
designed for original spaces offering a more informal and 
relaxed feeling. Conceived for both interior and exterior 
environments, Float is padded with polystyrene spheres 
enclosed in a polyester cover. For the outdoors, Float can be 
upholstered in Rope or Aquatech, Paola Lenti’s signature high 
tech fabrics, available in a wide range of colours. For the 
indoors it is available in a wide selection of exclusive fabrics.

FLOAT
FRANCESCO ROTA
designed by 

PAOLA LENTI, 2007
for 

The Infinity collection, designed by Franco Poli and produced 
by SegalaTables and Chairs, represented a truly innovative 
design solution at the recent “Abitare il tempo” trade fair. The 
three-dimensional modelled forms are created by breaking the 
forms down into parallel sections (like the ribs of a boat) and 
recomposing them with a system of intersecting orders that 
suggest a solid shape without actually resolving into a closed 
three-dimensional form. The collection is available in veneered 
multilayered birch, laminated aluminium and “Makassar” 
ebony, and comprises four elements: BOOKSHELF, OVAL TABLE, 
CHAIR and STOOL.

COLLEZIONE INFINITY
FRANCO POLI
designed by 

SEAGULL, 2006
for 

Manteca is an american cherry-wood chest, entirely hand 
smoothed, it closes itself with two trays and a chopping block 
made of beech-wood from Albania. Enriched by four laser cut 
steel knifes with Indian rosewood handles.

MANTECA
LUIGI DI VITO
designed by 

SISTEMA, 2007
for 



Hyperwave Shower Collection

The revolutionary Hyperwave series by Testi Fratelli reinvents the
“shower ritual” and poses an innovative shower collection in 
natural stone with decorative high-end design 3D surfaces.
The exclusive design of DUNES is composed of regular sinuous 
lines which follow one another and glide softly down until 
shower floor.
To stand on this you a wonderful foot massage: close your eyes 
and you will have the pleasant sensation of being on a smooth 
gold sand beach.

DUNES
PONGRATZ PERBELLINI ARCHITECTS
designed by 

TESTI FRATELLI, 2008
for 

Hyperwave Shower Collection 

The revolutionary Hyperwave series by Testi Fratelli reinvents the 
“shower ritual” and poses an innovative shower collection in 
natural stone with decorative high-end design 3D surfaces. 
STREAM has an elegant design composed of a wrapping 
central motif that emulates the flow of natural water from which 
smooth lines softly depart and create an intense “Rain-Shower” 
effect.
.

STREAM
PONGRATZ PERBELLINI ARCHITECTS
designed by 

TESTI FRATELLI, 2008
for 

Finest design bottles from tapio wirkkala designer than despite 
the very old drawing is absolutely still fashionable 

BOLLE
TAPIO WIRKALA
designed by 

VENINI, 1968
for 

Chandelier made completely by hands , hand blowed with the 
2 different colors melted together and blowed

DIAMANTEI
VENINI
designed by 

VENINI, 2007
for 

Collection of diffusion lamps composed of hand-crafted 
transparent glass tubes. The flexibility of each tube’s 
composition (the tubes are available in different colours and 
shapes), together with the various light sources (some of which 
present in the standard collection too) allow an endless range 
of applications.

Glass colour tone:
crystal, aquamarine, topaz.
Metal parts:
chrome.

DIADEMA
ROMANI SACCANI ARCHITETTI ASSOCIATI
designed by 

VETRERIA VISTOSI, 2005
for 

A collection of pendant lamps created with a technique 
patented by Vetreria Vistosi that entails crafting a hand-made 
sheath inside a shaped element in blown glass.

Glass colour tone: 
white with crystal sheath, black with crystal sheath or crystal with 
white and black sheath.
Metal parts: 
satin-finish nickel.

POC
BARBARA MAGGIOLO 
designed by 

VETRERIA VISTOSI, 2003
for 

Vase in blowed bicolr glass with par of it satined

LE SABBIE
CLAUDIO SILVESTRIN
designed by 

VENINI
for 

Table lamp designed from internation famous designer made in 
blowedblack color glass  and with the upper part engraved.

BOTANICA URBANA
MONICA GUGGISBERG & PHILIP BALDWIN
designed by 

VENINI, 2007
for 

Collection of lamps composed of handmade crystal elements 
which can be combined as desired on standard steel structures 
or on structures specifically designed for the client. 

Glass colour tone:
crystal, white or black.
Metal parts:
chrome.

GIOGALI
ANGELO MANGIAROTTI
designed by 

VETRERIA VISTOSI, 1967
for 

Hyperwave Shower Collection

The revolutionary Hyperwave series by Testi Fratelli reinvents the
“shower ritual” and poses an innovative shower collection in 
natural stone with decorative high-end design 3D surfaces.
The BREEZE model purposes an elegant and sensual design, 
that stirs up a visual and tactile embracing experience: the 
soft sinuous lines of the wall run with no end to the ground 
becoming unique thing with the floor and giving the impression 
of being in a seamless natural envelope.

BREEZE
PONGRATZ PERBELLINI ARCHITECTS
designed by 

TESTI FRATELLI, 2008
for 
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COLICO DESIGN
Colico Design proposes a rich and wide ranging collection 
of chairs, tables, complements with high quality production.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.colicodesign.com
+39 0362 582094 - 2498 
+39 0362 544484 
info@colicodesign.com

Walter Colico

BERNINI
Furniture

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.bernini.it
+39 02 9646 9293 
+39 02 9646 9646 
info@bernini.it

Gianluca Bernini

AXO LIGHT
Design lighting for interiors decoration

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.axolight.it
+39 041 5845193
+39 041 5845060
axolight@axolight.it

Jacopo Carrer

ASSI D’ASOLO
Styled - furniture for all home spaces , office setting and 
hotels.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.assidasolo.com
+39 0423950672
+39 0423950674
-

Simonotti Mario

VENINI
Manufacturing of Murano glass

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.venini.it
+39 0412737211
+39 0412737223
venini@venini.it

Luana Zillio

ARTEMIDE
The Group represents an example of Italian elegance and 
technological excellence.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.artemide.com
+39 0293 5181 
+39 02 93590254 - 02 93590496 
info@artemide.com

Alessandro Paolini

ARREDISPD
Italian manufacturer of office chairs and armchairs

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.arredispd.com
+39 02 96329503 - 02 96329532 
+39 02 96329687 
info@arredispd.com

Elisabetta Vaghi

ANTIDIVA
‘Antidiva’ a statement of intentions being an innovative reality!

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.antidiva.it
+39 0362 328690
+39 0362 328691
antidiva@antidiva.it

Greta Canevese

ALESSI
design products for the house, the table and the kitchen

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.alessi.com
+39 0323 868611
+39 0323 641605
info@alessi.com

Angelo Lagostina  

EFFEBIQUATTRO
Doors, internal home doors.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.dila.it
+39 0362 229718
+39 0362 223696
info@effebiquattro.it

Andrea Ciarrocchi

DANESE
Lighting,office/home furniture,furnishing items.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.danesemilano.com
+39 02 34939534 - 537900
+39 02 34538211
info@danesemilano.com

Vitaliano Mancino

DELLA VALENTINA OFFICE
DELLA VALENTINA OFFICE  is one of the emerging companies 
in the office furniture sector.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.dvoffice.com
+39 0434 386111
+39 0434 386112
dvo@dvoffice.com

Marco Tenani

Architecture, design.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

L_M. ARCHITETTURA

www.lucamazzotti.it 
+39 0541 613254
+39 0541 1871727
info@lucamazzotti.it

Luca Mazzotti

MINITALLUX
Lighting.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.minitallux.com
+39 035 801239
+39 035 802989
minitallux@minitallux.com 

Cristiano Pagnoncelli

MATTEO GRASSI
Since 1880 matteograssi has worked  coach hide and soft 
leather with the passion and care of a true artisan.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.matteograssi.it
+39 031 757711
+39 031 748388
info@matteograssi.it

Massimo Grassi

METALSPOT
Lighting
 

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.metalspot.com
+39 02 577711
+39 02 8257853 
info@metalspot.com

Nicoletta Trentini

SEAGULL
The company acts on the national and european market.
it offers its clients medium-high quality products.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.bysegala.com
+39 044 2365511
+39 044 2365511
info@bysegala.com

Mr. Michele Segala

SISTEMA
Line of Business: Interior Design and furnishing and fittings 
for mounting museums.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.sistemalab.it
+39 080 3164848
+39 080 3118375
bsmaldone@sistemalab.it

Mr. Bartolomeo Smaldone

Industrial and artistic processing of the natural stone.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

TESTI FRATELLI

www.testigroup.com / www.hyperwave.it
+39 045 6207777 - 6833333 
+39 045 6269410
info@testigroup.com

Mr. Pierluigi Testi

Lighting.
 

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

VETRERIA VISTOSI

www.vistosi.it
+39 0415903480  +39 0415900170
+39 0415900992  +39 0415904540
vistosi@vistosi.it

Vilmaro Veiluva

GIORGETTI
Contemporary design and Author Collections

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.giorgetti-spa.it
+39 0362 75275  
+39 0362 75575  
info@giorgetti-spa.it

Benjamin Paci 

LA METEORA
La Meteora, one of the leading manufacturers of trendy 
sofas, is the  quality brand for today’s free style of living.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.lameteora.com / www.lameteora.it
+39 0835 346711
+39 0835 346709
info@lameteora.it

Pasquale Ferrandina

GRADI
Upholstered

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.gradisalotti.com 
+39 0573 736073 - 774599
+39 0573 779955 - 779752
info@gradisalotti.com

Elisa Gradi 

INTERLINE TRADING 
Interline Trading creates original, versatile and functionable 
top class design upholstered sofas and armchairs. 

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.interlineitalia.com 
+39 080 3221411
+39 080 3221422
info@interlineitalia.com

Vito Urgo

PAOLA LENTI
Indoor and outdoor rugs and seating furniture.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.paolalenti.com
+39 0362 343216
+39 0362 70492
info@paolalenti.it

Mrs. Anna Lenti

Kitchen furniture and accessories.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

OIKOS – THE LOVE FOR THE ITALIAN KITCHEN

www.oikoscucine.it  
+39 0721 749411
+39 0721 749412
export@oikoscucine.it

Mr. Luca Romanelli

NOVO DESIGN MADE IN TOSCANA BY BINI
Manufacturers of high quality design furniture.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

www.novoitalia.it 
+39 0573 790735 - 735473
+39 0573 734146
info@novoitalia.it

Ms. Daniela Franchina

Morelato, leading company in the furniture field of 
the Made in Italy.

Web site    
Phone No.  
Fax No.      
e_mail   

Export Manager

MORELATO

www.morelato.it 
+39 (0) 45 6954001
+39 (0) 6954030
export@morelato.it

Anna De Bruijn 
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